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ABSTRACT: Recent research in mesoscale hydrology suggests that the size of the reservoirs and the land-use/land-cover (LULC) patterns near them impact the extreme weather [e.g., probable maximum flood (PMF)]. A key question was addressed by W. Yigzaw et al.: How do reservoir size and/or LULC modify extreme flood patterns, specifically PMF via modification of probable maximum precipitation (PMP)? Using the American River watershed (ARW) as a representative example of an impounded watershed with Folsom Dam as the flood control structure, they applied the distributed Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model to simulate the PMF from the atmospheric feedbacks simulated for various LULC scenarios. The current study presents a methodology to extend the impacts of these modified extreme flood patterns on the downstream Sacramento County, California. The research question addressed is, what are the relative effects of downstream flood hazards to population on the American River system under various PMF scenarios for the Folsom Dam? To address this goal, a two-dimensional flood model, the Flood in Two Dimensions–Graphics Processing Unit (Flood2D-GPU), is calibrated using synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and Landsat satellite observations and observed flood stage data. The calibration process emphasized challenges associated with using National Elevation Dataset (NED) digital elevation model (DEM) and topographic light detection and ranging (lidar)–derived DEMs to achieve realistic flood inundation. Following this calibration exercise, the flood model was used to simulate four land-use scenarios (control, predam, reservoir double, and non-irrigation). The flood hazards are quantified as downstream flood hazard zones by estimating flood depths and velocities and its impacts on risk to population using depth–velocity hazard relationships provided by U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR). From the preliminary application of methodology in this study, it is evident from comparing downstream flood hazard that similar trends in PMF comparisons reported by W. Yigzaw et al. were observed. Between the control and nonirrigation, the downstream flood hazard is pronounced by $-3.90\%$ for the judgment zone and $-2.40\%$ for high hazard zones. Comparing the control and predam scenarios, these differences are amplified, ranging between $0.17\%$ and $-1.34\%$. While there was no change detected in the peak PMF discharges between the control and reservoir-double scenarios, it still yielded an increase in high hazard areas for the latter. Based on this preliminary bottom-up vulnerability assessment study, it is evident that what was observed in PMF comparisons by W. Yigzaw et al. is confirmed in comparisons between control versus predam and control versus nonirrigation. While there was no change detected in the peak PMF discharges between the control and reservoir-double scenarios, it still yielded a noticeable change in the total areal extents specifically, an increase in high hazard areas for the latter. Continued studies in bottom-up vulnerability assessment of flood hazards will aid in developing suitable mitigation and adaptation options for a much needed resilient urban infrastructure.
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1. Introduction

The growth and prosperity of human civilization over the centuries resulted in more than 40% of the world’s population living within 15 km of rivers (Small and Cohen 2004), dramatically increasing the vulnerability to floods. By 2050, 70% of the world’s population is projected to be living in large cities (Cohen 2003). With increasing urbanization and changing patterns of climate and extreme weather (Burby 2001; McCarthy et al. 2001; Montz and Gruntfest 2002), understanding flood risk in the vicinity of cities is critical. Improved understanding of flood risk can help the decision makers for practical applications of long-term floodplain planning for cities that are located downstream of critical flood control infrastructure: specifically, flood control dams and artificial reservoirs. These infrastructures are designed to store massive amounts of water to be used for sustenance when demand exceeds natural supply (Hossain et al. 2012). An additional critical role for these dams is the protection of downstream assets against extreme meteorological events such as severe storms and the consequential extreme flooding. Specifically in the continental United States, dams are responsible for hydropower energy (240 $\times 10^9$ kWh according to 2010 estimates from USEIA 2012); water storage around 1000 million acre-feet (MAF) (Graf 1999); and protecting urban, rural, and other small communities from flood damages. Out of the roughly 84 000 dams in the U.S. National Inventory of Dams, around 16% of the dams are primarily used for controlling floods and thus are located near urban centers and areas (ASDSO 2009).

The downstream flood risks of the dams are dynamic and are affected by various stressors. Specifically, climate impacts and increasing urbanization will lead to increase in magnitude of extreme events (Karl et al. 2009), thus increasing flood risk. Recent research on the presence of dams influencing local, mesoscale, or regional climate (Degu et al. 2011; Hossain et al. 2012) points to the effects of large dams on changing the extreme precipitation patterns such as probable maximum precipitation (PMP). The probable maximum flood (PMF), which is an important factor for hydraulic design of dams, is dependent on PMP and the hydrology of the watershed. A key driver for modification of PMP and PMF during the postdam phase is the land-use/land-cover (LULC) change patterns that are both sensitive to mesoscale weather and surface hydrologic processes. Thus, the very existence of dam could potentially modify the design and operation components that were conceived during the predam phase. This is because future patterns of extreme weather are expected to be different from the past records that were used for the design/operation of dams and for the consequential flood risk assessment of the downstream infrastructure (Hossain et al. 2013).

Generally, the vulnerability assessments performed to study effects of anthropogenic climate change uses a “top down” approach. This method involves using historic hydrology, paleoclimate records, or downscaled climate projections from a global climate model (Burian et al. 2013). However, this vulnerability assessment approach has challenges related to the uncertainties involved in the various scenario generations and the uncertainties introduced in downscaling process (Willems et al. 2011; Burian et al. 2013). Recently, bottom-up approaches, capable of representing high-resolution and site-specific hazard assessments, are being highlighted as an alternative approach to highly uncertainty top-down approaches.
One of these bottom-up approaches was performed by Yigzaw et al. (Yigzaw et al. 2012), where they argued that, since the rainfall–runoff process is a nonlinear process due to the complex interactions of precipitation with the watershed components, a renewed understanding of the influence of LULC changes and the characteristics of reservoirs on the extreme flood patterns is needed. A key question they addressed was, how do reservoir size and/or LULC modify extreme flood patterns, specifically PMF via changes in PMP? They used the American River watershed (ARW) in California as a representative example of an impounded watershed and Folsom Dam as a large artificial reservoir. They applied the distributed Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model to simulate the PMF from the atmospheric feedbacks simulated for various LULC scenarios. They reported that the LULC modification (represented by irrigation) significantly decreased the PMF generation compared to the control condition (2003 LULC condition of the ARW) if there were no irrigation developments in the postdam era. The current study extends these findings from their derived PMF hydrographs and conducts a preliminary vulnerability assessment of these modified extreme flood patterns in terms of flood hazard to downstream population and infrastructure. For more information on procedures to determine the various LULC scenarios, refer to Yigzaw et al. (Yigzaw et al. 2012).

The goal of this research is to perform a bottom-up vulnerability assessment to understand the effects of weather-sensitive LULC change and artificial reservoir size in terms of downstream flood hazard potential to population. The research question addressed is, what are the relative effects on the downstream flood hazards to population on the American River system under various PMF scenarios for the Folsom Dam? To accomplish this objective, a two-dimensional numerical flood model, the Flood in Two Dimensions–Graphics Processing Unit (Flood2D-GPU), is calibrated and used to simulate flood depths and velocities for various PMF simulations. These flood model outputs are compiled into quantifiable downstream flood hazard potential to population using existing flood depth–velocity hazard relationships.

2. Case study

2.1. Folsom Dam and American River watershed

The study uses Folsom Dam and reservoir, which is located in the ARW near the Sierra Nevada mountain range in California (Figure 1). The ARW is mountainous with elevations ranging from 3160 m at the mountains near Sierra Nevada to about 100 m near Folsom Dam. Built in the 1950s by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), the Folsom reservoir collects runoff drained by the 4820 km² of the ARW and serves to protect the urban areas in Sacramento County along the 32-km American River (USBR 1999). With flood control as its primary function, the multipurpose Folsom Dam is a unit of the Central Valley Project (CVP) and is responsible for flood protection for downstream urban areas including the city of Sacramento, which is inhabited by around half a million people and up to quarter million households according to U.S. Census Bureau, 2010, making consequent assessment due to floods crucial. Flooding concerns still remain a major issue for the city of Sacramento ever since the first settlements started in the 1800s. Structural measures like dams and levees (specifically the American River levee system) are the main protection against such floods on the American River.
2.2. New Year’s flood, 1997

In this study, the flood event that occurred during the fall of 1997 is used as a reference event. Referred to as the Great New Year’s Flood of 1997, it was one of the largest in the 90-yr Northern California record since 1906. The study area consisted on the river reach starting from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Fair Oaks stream gauge station (gauge 11446500) (USGS Fair Oaks 2012) to the flood stage monitoring station near the H Street Bridge operated by California Department of Water Resources (CA DWR 2012), as shown in Figure 1. The analysis period considered is from 27 December 1996 to 21 January 1997, which included the 1997 catastrophic Sacramento flood event.

The National Elevation Dataset (NED) digital elevation model (DEM) was used to represent topography and was downloaded from the USGS Seamless Server (now through http://nationalmap.gov/). Additionally, highly detailed lidar topography data for the study area were obtained from the city of Sacramento, and a DEM at 32-m spatial resolution was generated in ArcGIS environment. An average Manning’s surface roughness was estimated by interpreting available observed data (including existing cross sections, levee locations, and levee elevations) using existing data provided by the Sacramento Flood Control Agency (SAFCA) and the California Department of Water Resources Flood Management Division. The flow hydrograph for the 1997 flood event was obtained from the archived USGS data for the USGS Fair Oaks station (Figure 2).

For the flood event, observed flood stages at the H Street flood stage monitoring station are obtained from California Data Exchange Center (see Figure 3) are used. Additionally, spatially observed data derived from the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and Landsat satellite data are also gathered. More details on processing and usage of satellite data are presented in section 3.2.

2.3. Relevance of case study to this study

Two major flood events occurred in the recent past in 1986 and 1997 in Sacramento. These two floods have prompted engineers of the USACE to reevaluate
the flood frequency analysis of Folsom Dam from a 500-yr recurrence interval (0.2% annual exceedance probability) to a 70-yr recurrence interval (~1.4% annual exceedance probability) in 1998 (NRC 1999). In fact, there are a number of floods that occurred prior to systematic streamflow measurement practices that began in 1905 (Ohara et al. 2011). The revised flood frequency analysis has shown that the Sacramento levees, in their current form, are likely unable to withstand the new 100-yr flood (1% annual exceedance probability event) (NRC 1999). In this context, research is conducted to understand the impacts of dams on changing the precipitation patterns suggesting incorporating the local, mesoscale, or regional climate impact of reservoirs in dam design and their operation (Degu et al. 2011; Hossain et al. 2012; Yigzaw et al. 2012). This preliminary study extends the previous study by Yigzaw et al. (Yigzaw et al. 2012) and quantifies the estimated PMFs in terms of downstream flood hazards to population downstream of Folsom Dam on the American River.

2.4. Multiple PMF scenarios from previous research

Yigzaw et al. (Yigzaw et al. 2012) investigated the impact of modification of PMP on PMF due to changes in dam-driven LULC and reservoir size for Folsom Dam on the ARW. They applied the distributed VIC model (Liang et al. 1994) to simulate the PMF from the atmospheric feedbacks simulated for various LULC scenarios. The scenarios considered were predam, control, reservoir double, and nonirrigation. The readers are referred to Yigzaw et al. (Yigzaw et al. 2012) for information on PMF development process. The hydrologic model (VIC) used for these simulations was calibrated using measured streamflow data at Fair Oaks station (Figure 1).
This paragraph briefly summarizes the results from Yigzaw et al. (Yigzaw et al. 2012). From their analysis, Yigzaw et al. (Yigzaw et al. 2012) determined that control scenario resulted in a smaller PMF peak flood (about 105 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$) compared to the predam scenario because of a decrease in simulated PMPs in the upstream ARW after the Folsom Dam construction (Figure 4). The comparison of PMF hydrographs between the control scenario and the reservoir-double scenario representing the impact of different reservoir size with no change in LULC did not yield any difference in terms of peak discharge, even though changes in 72-h total PMP values were identified in a previous study by Woldemichael et al. (Woldemichael et al. 2012). Comparison of the control scenario PMF with the nonirrigation scenario showed that the PMF peak discharge decreased (about 125 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$) when irrigation was not considered. This is because the absence of enhanced evapotranspiration due to nonirrigation decreased the potential maximum precipitation, thus reducing the peak discharge. Table 1 lists the main conclusions from their PMF comparisons. Note that there was no noticeable change in times to peak. The current study uses the flow hydrographs to drive a flood model and determine resultant flood risk to perform bottom-up vulnerability assessment.

3. Methodology

3.1. Two-dimensional flood model

For simulating downstream flood hazards in terms of spatially varied flood depths and velocities, a two-dimensional (2D) flood model called Flood2D-GPU is applied (Kalyanapu et al. 2011). The Flood2D-GPU is an unsteady numerical
flood model solving the nonlinear hyperbolic shallow water equations using a first-order accurate upwind difference scheme (Patankar 1980; Ferziger and Perić 2002). A staggered grid stencil is used to define the computational domain with the water depth $h$ in the center of the cell and $u$ and $v$ velocities on the cell edges. The future model time step is constrained using the Courant condition. It is programmed using the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) framework developed in Nvidia’s Compute Unified Development Architecture (CUDA) and has been shown to decrease the computational time by up to two orders of magnitude. The model has been used in various applications including river flooding, dam break simulations, population at risk studies, and flood damage estimation (Kalyanapu et al. 2011; Kalyanapu et al. 2012; Kalyanapu et al. 2013, manuscript submitted to *J. Flood Risk Manage.*).

The principal dataset for Flood2D-GPU is topographic data (i.e., DEM). The numerical solution is computed on a uniform grid to take advantage of the use of downloadable DEM data. While using an irregular mesh is efficient for model computing, the advantage of using the DEM is that its extent is the entire

Table 1. Comparison of PMF peak discharges for multiple scenarios relative to the control scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Change in peak discharge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predam</td>
<td>$105 \text{ m}^3 \text{s}^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir double</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonirrigation</td>
<td>$-125 \text{ m}^3 \text{s}^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
computational domain and no preprocessing step is required to generate a computational mesh permitting flood model applications to meet time constraints. Additional data needed for the model includes a surface roughness coefficient (Manning’s $n$ value) and flow hydrograph. Currently, the roughness of the entire domain is represented using a single Manning’s $n$ value in 2D modeling applications (Hunter et al. 2007; Kalyanapu et al. 2011). This assumption is justified for this study as literature indicates that the Manning’s roughness coefficient not only represents the roughness of the surface but also the turbulent momentum losses along with compensating the assumptions of depth-averaged flows (Werner et al. 2005; Fabio et al. 2010). A “bulk” Manning’s $n$ value representing the dominant land use may be used as a starting point for a calibration exercise consequently estimating a calibrated single Manning’s surface roughness coefficient for the case study (Werner et al. 2005). Future versions of the Flood2D-GPU model will include options to include a spatial variation of Manning’s $n$ values using an appropriate raster dataset [e.g., National Land Cover Dataset (NLCD) from USGS] and it is outside the scope of this study. The flow hydrograph is another input dataset that can be developed from a hydrologic model, dam break model, or observations. The source location of the input hydrograph must be defined. When simulating floods in urban areas, Flood2D-GPU can represent the geometric features such as levees on the DEM by GIS-based preprocessing. Figure 5 presents a schematic view of artificially “burning” (i.e., after GIS-based preprocessing) the levees along the

Figure 5. Geometric representation of levees in Flood2D-GPU modeling domain. The cross-sectional view represents the natural river and floodplain cross section, and the DEM cross-sectional view with red line represents the DEM elevation values used by the model.
river (Figure 5b) to realistically represent the floods in the floodplain. To represent levees, the elevation values of the cells containing these features are increased by the equivalent height of the levee. Not including these levees in the topography will lead to increased flooding and exaggerated flood extent as represented in Figure 5a.

### 3.2. Calibration of Flood2D-GPU

To implement the Flood2D-GPU model for flood hazard quantification, it is calibrated for the American River using the January 1997 flood event. The calibration procedure is performed in two parts. First, the lidar DEM was modified by adjusting the main channel bathymetry and raising levee heights along the American River. This is because the DEMs were not accurately representing the fluvial bathymetry and American River levee system. This resulted in exaggerated flood depths and inundation extents (e.g., Figure 5a). Second, after adjusting the DEMs, the Flood2D-GPU model is calibrated for Manning’s $n$ by iteratively changing the parameter value and comparing the simulated flood extent and flood stages with the observed data. To estimate the performance of the flood simulation, two different metrics were used. The first metric used is to compare the simulated flood stages to the observed flood stage at the H Street Bridge, obtained from the California Data Exchange Center (Figure 3).

Second, the spatial extent of the flood inundation from the model simulation was verified by comparing with observed flood inundation extent. The observed flood inundation extent was developed through remote sensing analyses of European Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS) SAR scenes (obtained on 4 January 1997), Radarsat-1 SAR imageries (obtained on 8, 15, and 17 January 1997), and the Landsat-5 Thematic Mapper imagery (acquired on 14 January 1997). This section briefly explains the remote sensing analysis performed on these satellite imageries to generate observed flood inundation extents. The observed peak discharge at the USGS Fair Oaks station was $3313 \text{ m}^3 \text{s}^{-1}$ around 0700 local time (LT) 2 January 1997. Satellite imagery during the peak flow was not available for the American River, and the closest possible imagery available is from 4 January 1997, at which time peak discharge already passed through the river and the discharge at the station reduced to 45% of the peak discharge.

The satellite imageries were processed by applying the iterative self-organizing data analysis technique (ISODATA) clustering algorithm (Jensen 2007; Lillesand and Kiefer 2000) and density slicing technique (Campbell 2002; Hossain et al. 2009) and by classifying areas as water and nonwater to separate the areas occupied by different water bodies in the study site. The ISODATA clustering algorithm was applied on the optical imagery (Landsat-5 TM data) and density slicing technique was applied on the microwave imagery (Radarsat-1 SAR and ERS SAR data). The areas covered by water bodies (e.g., channel water and other permanent water bodies in the flood plains) in the dry season were subtracted from the areas covered by water bodies in the wet season to derive the flooded areas in the given time. In this study, Landsat-5 TM imagery acquired in July 1996 was used to extract the location and extent of the dry season water bodies.
Figure 6 shows the multitemporal satellite imagery depicting the flood water dynamics of the New Year’s flood event. It is observed that there was no flooding beyond the American River flood control levees as the peak flood during this event \(3313 \text{ m}^3 \text{s}^{-1}\) was less than the peak carrying capacity of the American River levees. The results from the calibration process are further explained in section 4.1.

### 3.3. Quantification of flood hazard

The flood hazard from various PMF scenarios is quantified in terms of downstream hazard to populations using the hazard classifications provided from ACER (ACER 1988). This technical report published by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) has been widely used to provide guidelines for dam safety hazard classification. From a collection of curves provided in this report, a depth–velocity hazard relationship corresponding to permanent residences and commercial and public buildings is employed (Figure 7). The flood hazard level is classified as low-danger, judgment, and high-danger zones. For each grid cell in the low-danger zone, the possible lives in jeopardy are assumed to be zero. In the high-danger zone, lives in jeopardy are assumed to be 100% of the total population in the grid.
4. Results and discussion

4.1. New Year’s flood event calibration

The initial Flood2D-GPU simulations were performed using the NED DEM (at 32-m spatial resolution) downloaded from USGS. The 32-m spatial resolution was chosen because the simulation of the flow hydrographs corresponds to a total duration of 18 days as represented in Figure 2. The computational domain consisted of 32,000 grid cells at this spatial resolution; it took approximately 9.2 trillion calculations on each grid cell to route the flow hydrograph (29 million numerical iterations were performed at each grid cell). The computational runtime for simulating this hydrograph was 10 h. Additionally, the model simulations resulted in significant amounts of output files [180 different output files for every time step with a total of 2 gigabytes (GB) for every simulation] containing simulated flood depths and velocities.

4.1.1. DEM adjustment

The DEMs were modified by adjusting the main channel bathymetry and raising levee heights along the American River. This is because the DEMs from NED and derived from lidar were not accurately representing the fluvial bathymetry and American River levee system and simulated exaggerated flood depths and inundation extents (see Figures 8 and 9) while no significant flooding was reported on the American River (see Figure 6). This DEM adjustment allowed Flood2D-GPU to simulate flood depths closer to the observed flood depths at H Street Bridge.
Additionally, a relatively closer match of simulated flood inundation extent to observed extent was observed.

This overestimation is due to the limitations of the NED in representing the channel and floodplain bathymetry. Prior research on DEMs indicates that NED-derived DEMs have smoother elevations thus overestimating flood inundation (Sanders 2007). It was also determined through evaluation in the GIS environment that the NED and lidar DEMs did not adequately represent the presence of levees along with the fact that the spatial resolution is 32 m, thus smoothing the elevations within the grid cells that contain the levees. Figure 8 visually depicts the errors in the cross sections derived from NED and lidar DEMs when compared to the surveyed cross sections. Analyzing 19 different locations along the American River with observed surveyed cross-sectional data, it was found that the root-mean-square error (RMSE) estimated using Equation (1) ranged between 1.74 and 11.75 m for NED DEM. For the lidar DEM, RMSE decreased because of better topographic representation and ranged between 1.3 and 9.1 m. This error is mainly due to the inability of NED and lidar DEMs to represent the levees (Figure 8). Thus, only the lidar-derived DEM acquired from the city of Sacramento were used as the primary DEM data at 32-m spatial resolution.
RMSE = $\sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (e_i)^2}$, (1)

where $n$ is the number of cross-sectional points and $e$ is the difference between the observed and simulated elevation values.

Another study by Quadros et al. (Quadros et al. 2008) suggests that topographic lidar cannot penetrate water surface; hence, depending on date of data acquisition and corresponding flow conditions in nearby water bodies, the channel bathymetry will not be accurately integrated. To represent the channel bathymetry along with the representing the levee features in the DEM topography, for the calibration of Flood2D-GPU model for the 1997 event, the following modifications to the topography data were performed and the simulations were tested:

(i) The levees along the American River are added into the lidar DEM by raising the elevations in the corresponding grid cells by the observed levee elevations.

(ii) The main channel of the American River was artificially “burned” (or deepened) to increase the conveyance in the main channel to avoid the accumulated flood waters to spill over into the floodplain.

After several iterations of adjusting the levee heights and burning the DEMs, it was observed that, when the levee heights are raised to 7 m at selected locations (near
the Rancho Cordova neighborhood in the lower American River; refer to Figure 1), the flood was contained within the levees as observed in Figure 6.

These effects of DEM modifications on the model results were tested by comparing the simulated flood depths at the H Street gauge. Figure 10 presents the comparison of the simulated flood depths from all the above-mentioned scenarios to the observed flood stage at the H Street flood gauge station. It is observed from Figure 10 that Flood2D-GPU significantly underestimated (by 35% around 2 January 1997) during the peak flood stage at the H Street flood gauge, when the levees were not raised. This underprediction was because of the combination of “flat” topographic representation from the DEM and because of the significant artificial flooding due to spillage that allowed lower amounts of flood water to reach the flood gauge. This spillage was contained within the levees by artificially raising the levee elevations by 7 m. However, it resulted in overprediction of the flood stage by 16.37% on 2 January 1997. Table 2 presents the comparison of the simulated flood stage with the observed flood extent and the times to peak.

A few additional modifications to the levee heights and channel bottom did not yield significantly different simulations, so they are not included in this study. Additional modifications will also increase the amount of computational resources required to simulate the flood event. For example, to simulate 450 h of flood stage and corresponding simulation, Flood2D-GPU simulations required approximately 5.4 h of computational time. This is a “better than real-time” computational achievement, in line with what was previously reported in Kalyanapu et al. (Kalanapu et al. 2011;
significant storage space of 10.9 GB was also required for each of these above listed simulations, which included a total of 11 982 generated files of various formats [e.g., Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) GRID, text files, and ASCII files]. This is roughly equivalent to more than 10 000 books according to Wynn (Wynn 2012). Thus, these above listed artificial adjustments of the levee heights and main channel bottom elevations were considered as all possible calibration options of topographic data for this American River case study.

This DEM adjustment exercise highlighted the difficulty in accurately representing the surface topography that significantly influenced the model simulations. There is still a considerable amount of research effort needed to investigate the errors caused due to DEM and improving their topographic representation for accurate flood predictions. With improved ways to account for channel bathymetry and identification of surface structures like the American River levee system in this research, realistic flood simulation will be possible.

### 4.1.2. Calibration of Manning’s roughness

Using the adjusted DEM, Flood2D-GPU is calibrated to estimate appropriate Manning’s surface roughness. The current version of Flood2D-GPU uses a single representative Manning’s $n$ value for the flood modeling domain to simulate downstream flood extent. Future versions of the model will include options to include spatially variable Manning’s $n$ values into models, and it is outside the scope of this study. Automated calibration techniques were not implemented for calibration in this study due to the significant computational demand. To calibrate the model for Manning’s $n$, 12 values of Manning’s $n$ range between 0.013 (representing concrete surfaces) and 0.6 (a higher value of Manning’s $n$ is used here to include the bulk effects such as energy losses and lateral momentum transfers). The simulated flood depths and flood inundation extents are compared to observed flood stage at H Street Bridge station and observed flood extent, respectively (Table 3). To estimate the Manning’s $n$ value resulting in the simulations closer to observe results, three statistics including RMSE [Equation (1)], bias, and cumulative relative error (CRE) are used [Equations (2) and (3) below] to compare observed and
simulated flood stage. By comparing these multiple simulations, a Manning’s $n$ value of 0.04 from the initial range that minimized these errors was selected based on these statistics. It was used in the development of flood risk maps for the four PMF scenarios presented by Yigzaw et al. (Yigzaw et al. 2012),

$$\text{Bias} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} e_i \quad \text{and} \quad (2)$$

$$\text{CRE} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |e_i|,$$  \quad (3)

where $n$ is the number of data points in the stage hydrograph, $e$ is the difference between the observed and simulated stage values, and OBS is the observed stage.

### 4.2. Application of PMFs (modified through PMP from LULC changes in postdam era)

This section presents the simulated results of Flood2D-GPU model in terms of downstream flood hazards to population based on the four PMFs scenarios (refer to section 2.2), to investigate the effects of LULC and artificial reservoir size. The PMFs for the four scenarios control, predam, reservoir double, and nonirrigation were provided as flow inputs to the model. The DEM corresponding to raising the levees by 7 m and burning the upstream section of the American River by 4 m was used based on the process described in section 3.2. The simulated flood depths and velocities from the model are translated to flood hazard estimates in terms of downstream flood hazard to population estimates by applying the flood risk framework presented in Kalyanapu et al. (Kalyanapu et al. 2012) and using the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manning’s $n$</th>
<th>RMSE (m)</th>
<th>Bias (m)</th>
<th>CRE (m)</th>
<th>Inundation extent</th>
<th>Relative difference (km$^2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td></td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td></td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
<td>61.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td></td>
<td>77.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td></td>
<td>97.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td></td>
<td>123.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td></td>
<td>131.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td></td>
<td>138.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td></td>
<td>143.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td></td>
<td>148.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td></td>
<td>164.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
depth–velocity hazard classification curve provided by ACER (ACER 1988) (Figure 7).

Figures 11–14 show the flood hazard simulated for the control, predam, reservoir-double, and nonirrigation PMF scenarios. Tables 4 and 5 summarize the areal extent of each of the flood hazard for the four scenarios and percent difference estimates relative to the control scenario, respectively. The high areal extent for the no-hazard zone is due to the presence of nonflooded areas in the chosen computational domain. It is observed that, for all the four PMF scenarios, the areal extents of high hazard zone are found to be larger compared to the low hazard and judgment zone. This is understandable because PMF hydrograph is indicative of the maximum possible runoff conditions from the probable maximum precipitation (PMP) (USBR 1987), representing the “worst case scenario” and justifiably so used in the design of large hydraulic structures (McCuen 1998).

Yigzaw et al. (Yigzaw et al. 2012) concluded that the peak flow from the control PMF scenario was higher than the nonirrigation PMF scenario by about 1.8%. The estimated percent relative differences (−3.90% and −2.40% for judgment and high hazard zones, respectively) confirm the reported pattern with much pronounced response in magnitude, when the analysis is extended to downstream flood hazard. They also reported that the control PMF was simulated to have lesser peak discharge than predam PMF, about 1.5%. These differences are dampened when downstream flood hazards are estimated, ranging between 0.47% and −1.34% for the judgment and high hazard zones, respectively. While there was no change
detected in the peak PMF discharges between the control and reservoir-double scenarios, it still yielded a noticeable change in the total areal extents of the flood hazards. Table 4 indicates that the control scenario resulted in high hazard areas that are more than the reservoir-double scenario by \( \approx 3.32\% \) in the high hazard zones. These influences on downstream flood hazard estimation are not only due to the magnitudes of peak discharge but also due to the shape of hydrograph and the total flood volume (area under the hydrograph).

The magnitudes of difference in hazard areas noticed from Tables 4 and 5 may be smaller, but these changes are significant when potential population affected is considered. For instance, the city of Sacramento, which lies within the current study area, has a population density of 1861 people per square kilometer \( (\text{according to http://quickfacts.census.gov}) \). So, a difference of 1.8 km\(^2\) of high hazard area between the nonirrigation and control scenarios will result in the possible difference in population prone to high flood hazard of approximately 3350. These four PMF scenarios exhibit significant differences when the downstream flood hazards are considered. Thus, by considering this bottom-up vulnerability assessment and including the various LULC-driven changes, a more actionable map may be provided to decision makers.

Additional investigations into the influence of the additional flood characteristics along with the peak PMF discharge are needed to increase understanding on the impacts on downstream flood hazards and is beyond the scope of this preliminary study. There is additional need for investigating methods to improve the topography by adjusting DEMs and reducing the elevation discrepancies that will improve the study of the robustness of the flood hazard estimations. This is a
preliminary study that used computationally intensive high-resolution dynamic flood modeling along with a suite of hydrologic and atmospheric models (Woldemichael et al. 2012; Yigzaw et al. 2012). Additional improvements such as including multiple flood events, investigating the effects of model parameters (e.g., surface roughness), integrating advanced digital image processing techniques (Hossain et al. 2009), and performing probabilistic flood risk estimations (Kalyanapu et al. 2012) will improve the reliability of the high-resolution bottom-up flood hazard assessments.

5. Summary and conclusions

The current study presents a methodology to extend the findings of Yigzaw et al. (Yigzaw et al. 2012) and incorporates the effects of land use/land cover and artificial reservoir size in terms of downstream flood hazard potential to population. The research question addressed is, what are the relative effects downstream flood hazards to population on the American River system under various PMF scenarios for Folsom Dam? To accomplish this objective, a two-dimensional numerical flood model, Flood2D-GPU, is calibrated and used to simulate flood depths and velocities for various PMF simulations in the American River watershed. The calibration process highlighted the topographic representation issues associated with NED DEM and topographic lidar-derived DEMs. The model was calibrated by using observed flood stage and by using spatial inundation extent–derived SAR and Landsat satellite observations. Lidar-derived DEM adjusted by raising levees by 7 m near the Rancho
Cardova region and the upstream section of American River deepened by 4 m, which resulted in a closer match of simulated flood depths and flood extent with the observed data. The calibrated flood model was used to simulate four PMF scenarios (control, predam, reservoir double, and nonirrigation). These flood model outputs are compiled into quantifiable downstream flood hazard potential to population using existing flood depth–velocity hazard relationships. Based on this preliminary bottom-up vulnerability assessment study, it is evident from comparing downstream flood hazard that what was observed in PMF comparisons by Yigzaw et al. (Yigzaw et al. 2012) was confirmed in comparisons between the control versus predam and the control versus nonirrigation. Between the control and nonirrigation, the downstream flood hazard is pronounced (−3.90% and −2.40% for judgment and high hazard zones, respectively), especially for the judgment and high hazard zones. Comparing the control and predam scenarios, no significant differences were observed in the resulting flood hazards. While there was no change detected in the peak PMF discharges between the control and reservoir-double scenarios, it still

**Table 4. Simulated flood hazard areas for the four PMF scenarios.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Flood hazard area (km²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No hazard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>212.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonirrigation</td>
<td>216.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir double</td>
<td>217.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predam</td>
<td>213.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14. Simulated flood hazard map for the nonirrigation condition.
yielded a noticeable change in the total areal extents, specifically increase in high hazard areas for the latter. This is a preliminary study of extending the reservoir and LULC-driven PMF results into quantifiable flood risk to population. While no clear correlations in flood hazards for these PMFs were observed, this study indicates the need for more investigations into the effects of LULC and reservoir size on the downstream vulnerability. Future studies on investigating influences of other flood characteristics along with the peak PMF discharge, including additional case study events to replicate these findings and explicitly considering the uncertainties involved in the hydrologic, hydraulic, and flood risk mapping processes, will provide improved understanding of this bottom-up vulnerability assessment and aid in developing suitable mitigation and adaptation options for a much needed resilient urban infrastructure.
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Table 5. Percent relative difference in simulated flood hazard areas for the three PMF scenarios compared to the control scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>No hazard</th>
<th>Low hazard</th>
<th>Judgment</th>
<th>High hazard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nonirrigation</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>-5.68</td>
<td>-3.90</td>
<td>-2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir double</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>-5.80</td>
<td>-3.72</td>
<td>-3.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predam</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-1.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


